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Subjects read information about a defendant in a criminal trial with initial instructions to judge
cither his guilt (guilt judgment objective) or his aggressiveness (trait judgment objective). The defen-

dant was either Hispank or ethnically nondescript. After considering the evidence, subjects made
both guilt and aggressiveness judgments (regardless of which type of judgment they were instructed
to make at the time they read the information) and then recalled as much of the information they

read as they could. Results favored the hypothesis that when subjects face a complex judgmental
situation, they use stereotypes (when available and relevant) as a way of simplifying the judgment

Specifically, they use the stereotype as a central theme around which they organize presented evi-
dence that is consistent with it, and they neglect inconsistent information. Subjects with a (complex)

guilt judgment objective judged the defendant to be relatively more guilty and aggressive and recalled
more negative information about him if he was Hispanic than if he was ethnically nondescript.
In contrast, subjects with a (simple) trait judgment objective did not perceive either the guilt or
aggressiveness of the two defendants to be appreciably different, and did not display any significant

bias in their recall of the evidence. These and other results are discussed in terms of the information-
processing strategies subjects are likely to use when they expect to make different types of judgments.

With the advent of a cognitive perspective on stereotyping

(Hamilton &Trolier, 1986; Jones, 1982), many new theoretical

approaches have emerged. One approach has characterized the

influence of stereotypes on judgments of individuals in Bayes-

ian terms (e.g., McCauley, Stitt, & Segal, 1980). From this per-

spective, stereotypes are considered to be subjective base-rate

probabilities. For example, Hispanics may be viewed by many

Caucasian Americans as much more likely to be aggressive than

the population at large or than members of other subgroups

(Marin, 1984). These subjective base rates may be quite unre-

lated to true base rates, and therefore are of dubious diagnostic

value from an objective standpoint, although they may be per-

ceived as diagnostic by the decision maker. An interesting issue

that arises is the relative contribution of this stereotypic base-

rate information in judgment situations in which members of

stereotyped groups are judged individually and truly diagnostic,

individuating information is also available. Locksley, Hepburn,

and Ortiz (1982) studied such a situation (which involved a trait

perception task) and found that individuating information was

the primary determinant of judgments whenever it was avail-

able, and that stereotypic base-rate information affected judg-
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ments only in the absence of individuating information. Lock-

sley et al. interpreted this as an instance of a more general ten-

dency among decision makers to underutilize base-rate

information (see Tversky & Kahneman, 1982; Zukier & Pepi-

tone, 1984).

A different conclusion has been reached by other researchers.

Some have addressed themselves to methodological issues (e.g.,

Rasinski, Crocker, & Hastie, 1985), whereas others have simply

failed to corroborate the conclusions of Locksley and her col-

leagues when other decision tasks are used (e.g., Bodenhausen

& Wyer, 1985; Darley & Gross, 1983; Kameda, 1986; Klein &

Creech, 1982; Ugwuegbu, 1979). For example, Ugwuegbu

found that even when diagnostic evidence was available to sub-

jects, the defendant in a simulated rape trial was considered

more culpable by white jurors if he was black, and was seen as

more blameworthy by black jurors if he was white. Moreover,

Bodenhausen and Wyer found that stereotypic information

could effectively eliminate the influence of some varieties of

nonstereotypic information even though this latter information

had a clear impact on judgments when no stereotype was acti-

vated. This research suggests that stereotypes can function as

judgmental heuristics.

An important gap in the existing literature on stereotyping is

a documentation of the reasons why stereotypic concepts have

been found to exert considerable influence on perceptions and

judgments in some circumstances but to have minimal impact

in others. One of the few attempts that has been taken toward a

reconciliation of the seemingly discrepant findings in the litera-

ture has focused on the ambiguity of the available evidence (e.g.,

Ginosar & Trope, 1980; Kameda, 1985, 1986). According to

this point of view, stereotypes will be influential whenever other

evidence fails to provide clear and direct implications for the

judgment. Judgments in Locksley's studies may be data driven
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because the data speak for themselves, whereas in other studies

the judgments may be theory driven in the absence of such clear-

cut evidence. This is consistent with the traditional argument

of the cognitive approach to stereotyping that stereotypes are

used as a means of simplifying complex judgment tasks (e.g.,

Tajfel, 1981). Complexity in this case is a function of the ambi-

guity of the evidence.

Another approach that may provide some insight into the di-

vergence in the stereotyping literature is the model of schema-

triggered affect proposed by Fiske and Pavelchak (1986). In this

model a distinction was drawn between piecemeal-based (data-

driven) processing and category-based (theory-driven) process-

ing in the generation of evaluative responses to stimuli. If we

assume that the stimulus in question is a person whose member-

ship in some social category is salient, then this model is clearly

relevant to an understanding of stereotyping, as Fiske and Pavel-

chak noted. Particularly relevant in the present context is their

specification of a number of factors that lead individuals to rely

upon category-based processing rather than piecemeal-based

processing in circumstances in which both are viable options.

Included among these factors is complexity. Thus, this model

also provides an argument that is quite consistent with the view

that stereotypes are used as a type of simplification strategy.

In a similar vein, Bodenhausen and Wyer speculated that the

differences between their own findings and those of Locksley

and colleagues (Locksley, Borgida, Brekke, & Hepburn, 1980;

Locksley et al., 1982) were due to differences in the judgment

situations that made the use of heuristic, or shortcut, strategies

more likely in the situations they investigated. Specifically, they

claimed that the trait judgments investigated by Locksley were

less cognitively demanding than the parole decisions they used,

so the use of stereotypes was unnecessary. The present experi-

ment was designed to investigate more directly the possibility

that stereotypes will exert greater influence in more complex

decision tasks than in simple ones. This hypothesis differs from

arguments concerning the role of evidence ambiguity in creat-

ing complexity in that it posits that stereotypes will not neces-

sarily always be used when the evidence is ambiguous. If the

task is a simple enough one, judgments may remain largely un-

affected by stereotypic notions.

In this study, we presented subjects with information about

the defendant in a criminal trial. In some cases, the defendant's

name identified him as a member of an ethnic group (Hispan-

ics) with which the crime (assault) was stereotypically associ-

ated. In other cases the defendant's name was ethnically nonde-

script. The actual evidence presented varied in terms of its im-

plications for both the defendant's general aggressiveness and

the likelihood of his guilt. In every case the presented evidence

was ambiguous (i.e., the evidence contained both favorable and

unfavorable information). Subjects read the information with

one of two objectives in mind: either to determine the defen-

dant's guilt or to judge his aggressiveness. We assumed that

judging the guilt of the defendant would require the use of more

cognitive resources and effort than would merely judging a per-

son's aggressiveness and hence would constitute a more com-

plex task. Judging a person's guilt in a criminal trial potentially

involves the consideration of several different factors (e.g., de-

tecting a motive for the crime, establishing an opportunity to

commit it, considering the availability and face validity of alibis,

etc.) and assessing the various, perhaps conflicting implications

of these various descriptive factors to arrive at an overall evalua-

tion of the defendant. In comparison, making a trait judgment

(i.e., determining a person's aggressiveness) is relatively

straightforward and involves simply the interpretation of the

person's behavior in terms of a single trait concept. (The as-

sumption that subjects would view the guilt judgment task as

more complex than the trait judgment task was empirically val-

idated, as we describe subsequently.) The presented evidence

was never unequivocal in its implications, and our design al-

lowed us to test whether task complexity would moderate the

impact of stereotypes even when the ambiguity of the evidence

is held constant.

Previous research has demonstrated that heuristic judgment

strategies are more likely to be used by decision makers when

the task confronting them is relatively complex (for discussions

of this, see Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Wyer & Cariston, 1979).

Given the results of Bodenhausen and Wyer (1985), we posited

that subjects may use judgment-relevant ethnic stereotypes as a

heuristic in making judgments (when these stereotypes are in

fact available). Therefore, the central issue of interest in the

present study is whether the use of stereotypes is more likely

when the judgments people make are complex (i.e., judgments

of guilt) than when they are relatively simple (i.e., trait judg-

ments). If the speculations of Bodenhausen and Wyer are cor-

rect, this should in fact be the case.

The above prediction is straightforward. However, assuming

for the moment that category-level (stereotypic) information

will in fact be used in the processing of information in the pur-

suit of a relatively complex goal, the question still remains as to

precisely how this occurs. It seems unlikely that subjects will use

category-level information exclusively in judging the defendant,

especially because the presented evidence has clear relevance to

the subjects' processing objective. We assume instead that in all

cases, subjects who receive information with a particular judg-

mental goal in mind construct a mental representation on the

basis of presented information that will facilitate the attain-

ment of the goal (see Bodenhausen & Wyer, in press; Cariston,

1980). Of central interest in the present context is the manner

in which the presence of judgment-relevant stereotypes will

affect the nature of the representation that is formed of the evi-

dence.

In a recent review, Miller and Turnbull (1986) concluded that

available research evidence points to two possible information

processing mechanisms whereby stereotypes enter into the so-

cial perception of others. The first is an encoding bias. Accord-

ing to this hypothesis, the activation of stereotypic concepts

leads to selective attention toward stereotype-consistent infor-

mation, which can be easily organized around a central stereo-

typic theme. Inconsistent information, on the other hand, is

likely to be overlooked or poorly integrated into the mental rep-

resentation that is being formed. This hypothesis, then, suggests

that the content of the mental representation will be biased to-

ward category-consistent information. When this representa-

tion is later used to make judgments, they should reflect this

bias. The second mechanism described by Miller and Turnbull

is an attributional bias. That is, rather than directing processing

resources away from inconsistent information, the activation of

a stereotype results in additional attributional processing of in-
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consistent information in an effort to discount it or reinterpret

it in a way that reconciles it with initial stereotypic expectancies

(see Kulik. 1983). Consequently, the inconsistent information

should be well integrated into the mental representation, espe-

cially if it is thought about in relation to other presented infor-

mation in an effort to construct an evaluatively coherent repre-

sentation (Wyer & Gordon, 1982).

Both the encoding bias hypothesis and the attnbutional bias

hypothesis can account for the way that stereotypes may affect

judgments of individuals. In the former case, the inconsistent

information receives relatively little processing and is uninflu-

ential in the judgment process for this reason. In the latter case,

stereotype-inconsistent information is discounted or construed

in a manner that renders it more consistent with initial expecta-

tions. Consequently, the stereotype-based evaluative theme of

the mental representation should be relatively unaffected by

this information, even though it may be an integral part of the

mental representation. Although these two hypotheses make

quite similar predictions for judgments, they can be differenti-

ated on the basis of subjects' recall performance. If the biased

encoding hypothesis is correct, diminished recall of expec-

tancy-inconsistent information would be expected. The previ-

ous findings of Zadny and Gerard (1974) support this possibil-

ity. On the other hand, if an attributions! bias is dominating

processing, then stereotype-inconsistent evidence should be

well recalled as a consequence of the additional processing it

has received. This pattern of results would be consistent with

those reported by Hastie (1980), Srull, Lichtenstein, and

Rothbart (1985), and Wyer, Bodenhausen, and Srull (1984).

Experiment 1

To summarize the issues of concern in the first experiment,

our primary hypothesis is that the availability of relevant, nega-

tive ethnic stereotypes will affect judgments to a much greater

extent when subjects have a relatively complex guilt judgment

objective than when they have a trait judgment objective, even

though the evidential basis for these judgments is held constant.

Given this assumption, stereotypes could affect subjects' judg-

ments in one of two ways. The biased encoding hypothesis pre-

dicts that the influence of stereotypes will derive from a cogni-

tive neglect of evidence that is inconsistent with stereotypic ex-

pectations. Consequently, this evidence should be poorly

recalled. In contrast, the attributional bias hypothesis asserts

that violations of stereotypic expectations trigger additional

processing in an effort to reconcile the inconsistencies with ex-

isting preconceptions. Even if this inconsistent evidence does

not influence judgments (because it has been discounted or re-

interpreted), it should nevertheless be relatively well recalled.

Both the biased encoding hypothesis and the attributional

bias hypothesis assume that when subjects have a complex goal,

the overall evaluative theme used in organizing the mental rep-

resentation will be provided by stereotypic preconceptions of

Hispanics. Each hypothesis makes different predictions about

how presented evidence is used to bolster this evaluative theme,

as was described earlier. Because the evaluative theme of the

mental representation of the defendant and the evidence per-

taining to him is likely to provide the basis for subsequent judg-

ments of him (Wyer, Srull, & Gordon, 1984), we expected all

judgments made by subjects with the more complex guilt judg-

ment objective to be biased against the Hispanic defendant (in-

cluding an unanticipated trait judgment). However, subjects

with the simpler trait judgment objective were not expected to

rely upon category-level, stereotypic information, so the mental

representation they form should not be appreciably affected by

the defendant's ethnicity. Consequently, none of the judgments

made by these subjects (including an unanticipated guilt judg-

ment) should demonstrate a bias against the Hispanic defen-

dant The thrust of the argument is that the complexity of the

subjects' processing objective at the time of information acqui-

sition is the more crucial determinant of the impact of stereo-

types rather than the complexity of judgments that are made

later, after the representation of the defendant has already been

formed.

One last factor must be considered before we describe the

study in greater detail. In conceptualizing the possible effects of

judgmental complexity on the impact of stereotypes, we have

focused on qualitative differences in the complexity of a judg-

ment task and the role these differences may play in moderating

the influence of stereotypes on judgments. Judgment tasks may

also differ in complexity in a quantitative way. That is, differ-

ences in the amount of relevant information that must be con-

sidered and dealt with may also be crucial in determining the

role stereotypes play in a decision situation. For this reason, a

second experimental manipulation was introduced as another

potential means of influencing the perceived complexity of the

decision task and thereby possibly influencing the impact of ste-

reotypes. The manipulation involved the amount of evidence

subjects anticipated receiving. Subjects who expect a large

amount of evidence may be more likely to resort to the use of a

stereotype than are those who expect a small, manageable

amount. This possibility was investigated.

Method

Overview. Subjects read booklets containing information extracted
from a hypothetical criminal trial. Half of [he subjects read the informa-
tion with the objective of judging the defendant in terms of a single
personality trait (aggressiveness). The other half had the objective of
judging the defendant's guilt or innocence in a case of criminal assault.
The ethnicity of the defendant was manipulated by assigning him a
name that was either clearly Hispanic (Carlos Ramirez) or a name that
was not particularly associated with any minority group (Robert John-
son). The nature of the evidence contained in the booklets was varied
so that for approximately half of the subjects, most of the evidence re-
flected favorably on the defendant, whereas for the others, the bulk of
the evidence was unfavorable. A final manipulation involved the ex-
pected amount of evidence to be presented. Approximately half of the
participants received a thick booklet described as containing over 100
items of evidence, and the rest received a thin booklet that was said to
contain about 20 items.

After reading their booklets (all of which actually contained the same
number of items), all subjects made several judgments about the defen-
dant, including both the trait judgment and the guilt judgment (regard-
less of which judgment they had expected to make). Then, after a brief
intervening task, they were asked to recall all of the presented material
that they could.

A total of 104 introductory psychology students participated, in ful-
fillment of a course requirement. Between 6 and 8 subjects were ran-
domly assigned to each of the 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 combinations of processing
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objectives (guilt objective vs. trait objective), defendant ethnicity (His-

panic vs. nondescript), expected processing load (large vs. small), and

the nature of the evidence presented (predominantly favorable vs. pre-

dominantly unfavorable).

Materials. Each participant received a booklet of information about
a hypothetical person. The first section of the booklet consisted of back-

ground information that in some cases was expected to activate an eth-

nic stereotype. Half of the booklets contained a statement on the first

page that said, "The material in this booklet pertains to the case of

Robert Johnson," born in Dayton, Ohio. In the other half of the book-

lets, the name was changed to "Carlos Ramirez," born in Albuquerque,

New Mexico. This latter name was expected to evoke stereotypic no-

tions of aggressiveness (see Bodenhausen & Wyer, 1985; Marin, 1984).

Six pieces of background information were provided, pertaining to the

defendant's city of birth, age (23 years), marital status (single), occupa-

tion (maintenance worker), religious affiliation (Roman Catholic), and

city of current residence (Chicago). Except for the city of birth, this

information was identical in all booklets.

On the next page of the booklet there were six crime-descriptive items

that stated the criminal charges (assault), the location of the incident

(an alley near a bar), the consequences for the victim (hospitalization),

the fact that the victim was attacked from behind, the fact that the assail-

ant fled before he could be apprehended by police, and the defendant's

plea (not guilty). These items were identical in all booklets. After read-

ing these items, it should be clear to subjects that the defendant's guilt

was not an open-and-shut matter, because there were no witnesses who

could positively identify the defendant as the assailant.

The remainder of the booklet consisted of 12 items of evidence. Two

pools of evidence items were constructed.' one that contained 8 positive

items and one that contained 8 negative items. These items were se-

lected from a larger pool of possible items by a rating procedure involv-

ing three judges. For the 16 selected items, there was universal agree-

ment among the judges as to the evaluative implications of the items.

Examples of favorable items include "The defendant had no prior crim-

inal record" and "A witness claimed the defendant was calm and col-

lected just before he left the bar." Examples of unfavorable items in-

clude "A patron in the bar claimed he heard the defendant arguing with

the victim earlier i n the evening" and "The bartender claimed the defen-

dant had quarrelled with him that night." Under'favorable evidence^ con-

ditions, the booklet contained all of the positive items and 4 of the nega-

tive ones. These 12 items were arranged in the booklet such that 2 of

the items in each 3-item block were positive and the other was negative.

The overall presentation order was varied over subjects such that the

mean serial position of each item was approximately the same. Under

unfavorable evwfence conditions, identical procedures were used in con-

structing the booklet except that the relative numbers of positive and

negative items were reversed. Pooled over booklets, each evidence item

was used equally often.

The final manipulation in the booklet concerned the expected pro-

cessing load. Under high-expecled-load conditions, the booklet con-

tained several blank pages appended to the end of the actual case mate-

rial, which gave the appearance of a large amount of information. In

the low-expected-load conditions, no additional pages were added. After

the last evidential item in each booklet, a page was inserted that asked

the subject to turn over the booklet and await further instructions.

Procedure. The experiment was introduced to subjects as a study

of social judgment. Then, subjects in the trait judgment objective, low-

processing-load condition were told the following:

We are interested in your judgments about the personality traits of
individuals. We will present you with some information about a
person and ask you to make some judgments about the person's
traits. Today we happen to be using information pertaining to the
defendant in a court case. In a minute, I will hand out a booklet to
you that contains some information extracted from a court trial.
There will be about 20 or so items pertaining to the defendant in

the case. All you need to do is read the information carefully and
decide how aggressive the defendant in this case is. We will ask you
about this after you read the information.

In the trait judgment objective, high-processing-load condition, the

number 100 was substituted for 20 in the previous paragraph.

In guilt judgment objective conditions, the paragraph was changed as

follows:

We are interested in your judgments about the guilt or innocence
of defendants in criminal trials, and the punishment (if any) that
is appropriate for their offenses. In a minute, I will hand out a book-
let that contains some information extracted from a court trial.
There will be about 20 [ 100] or so items pertaining to the defendant
in the case. All you need to do is read the information carefully
and decide how likely it is that the defendant in the case is guilty
and how much (if at all) he should be punished. We will ask you
about this after you read the information.

Subjects participated in groups of approximately 12 and were ran-

domly assigned booklets conveying different combinations of defendant

ethnicity and favorableness of the evidence. Subjects then read the

booklets, and after all had finished, the booklets were collected and a

six-item questionnaire was passed out Specifically, subjects were asked

(a) How likely is it that the defendant is guilty of the crime? (b) How

likely is it that the defendant would commit this type of crime at some

time in the future? (c) How aggressive is the defendant in this case? and

(d) How likely is it that he will commit an aggressive act in the near

future? Responses were made along an 11-point scale ranging from 0

(not at all) to 10 (extremely) in each case. The order of the questionnaire

items was such that half of the subjects (randomly selected) answered

the trait questions first, and the other half answered the guilt questions

first. Two other questions requested the number of years (if any) that the

defendant in the case should be imprisoned (from 0 to 10) and the num-

ber of years of imprisonment if he were, in the future, arrested and

convicted of a similar crime (from 0 to 15).

After completing this questionnaire, subjects were given 5 min to

complete two other questionnaires (ostensibly unrelated to the main

study), namely the Need for Cognition Scale (Cacioppo & Petty, 1982)

and the Ethics Position Questionnaire (Forsyth, 1980).' Subjects were
then given a blank sheet of paper and told the following:

Let's go back to the original study now. We find that in order to
understand the dynamics of social information processing it is
helpful to see what information people can recall about the case
they considered. Therefore, on this sheet of paper, please write
down all of the information presented in the case you read that you
can remember. Write it down in the order it comes to mind, and
try to use as close to the original wording as possible. If you can
only remember the main idea but not the exact wording, then write
that down.

Subjects were given as much time as they needed to complete the

recall task. After they had done so, they were thanked, debriefed, and

dismissed.

Scoring. Recall of the information was scored according to a gist

criterion: A recalled item was scored as correct if it was equivalent in

meaning to a presented item, even if its wording was different. Because

extremely high interrater reliability has been obtained in other studies

with similar criteria (e.g., Srull, 1981; Wyer & Gordon, 1982), scoring

1 Collection of these data was intended to provide (a) an interpolated

task that would eliminate short-term memory effects in the subsequent

recall task and (b) possibly enlightening individual difference measures

for use in data analysis. In fact, no meaningful individual differences

emerged in analyses using these measures, so they will not be discussed

further.
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Table I

Mean Responses to Questionnaire Items as a Function of Defendant Ethnicity and Subjects' Processing Objective

Defendant ethnicity

Judgment type and processing
objective

Hispanic Nondescript

M M

*p<.lQ. **p<.05.

Difference

Current aggressiveness
Trait judgment objective
Guilt judgment objective

Likelihood of future aggressiveness
Trait judgment objective
Guilt judgment objective

Likelihood of guilt
Trait judgment objective
Guilt judgment objective

Likelihood of future criminal assault
Trait judgment objective
Guilt judgment objective

5.09
5.12

4.22
4.19

4.70
5.27

4.22
3.96

23
26

23
26

23
26

23
26

4.73
4.48

4.77
3.28

4.97
3.38

3.67
2.92

30
25

30
25

30
25

30
25

.36

.64

-.55
.91*

-.27
1.89**

.55
1 .04**

was performed by a single judge who was blind to experimental hypoth-
eses. Recall of the background information, crime-descriptive informa-
tion, and favorable and unfavorable evidence was scored separately, and
the proportion of items recalled of each type was computed for each
subject.

Results

Two genera] classes of dependent measures were assessed. We

will first examine the judgment data derived from the question-

naire, then consider the memory data derived from the free-

recall task.2

Judgments of guilt and aggressiveness. Our major hypothesis

is that stereotypes will have greater impact on judgment tasks

that are more complex. In the present context, we expected an

Hispanic defendant to be viewed in more negative terms than

an ethnically nondescript defendant when subjects had the ob-

jective of making guilt judgments. This hypothesis implies that

category-level, stereotypic concepts should affect the nature of

the mental representation formed of the presented material un-

der guilt judgment objective conditions. To the extent that sub-

jects later use the evaluative theme of this mental representation

as a basis for their judgments, the influence of this stereotype-

biased theme should be reflected in not only their judgments of

the defendant's guilt but also in other, unanticipated judgments

as well. In contrast, ethnic labels should have little influence

on the representation formed by subjects with a trait-judgment

objective. If the theme of this unbiased representation is used in

making later judgments, these judgments should parallel those

made in the absence of any ethnic group affiliation of the defen-

dant, regardless of whether or not they were anticipated. Data

relevant to these hypotheses are shown in Table 1. This table

shows the primary judgmental dependant variables as a func-

tion of the defendant's ethnicity and subjects' processing goal

at the time the evidence was first presented. Inspection of the

table reveals that in every case, the impact of ethnicity on these

judgments was negligible when subjects had the simple trait

judgment objective, but it was substantially greater (in each

case, almost twice as great or more) when they had the more

complex guilt judgment objective. These data clearly support

our expectations concerning the influence of the complexity of

processing objectives on the use of stereotypes.

To evaluate the judgment data statistically, we conducted a

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) in which the four

central judgments related to guilt and aggressiveness were ana-

lyzed simultaneously as a function of the subjects' initial pro-

cessing objectives, defendant ethnicity, anticipated processing

load, and favorableness of the evidence. This analysis revealed

one significant main effect. The defendant was seen as less ag-

gressive (3.90 vs. 5.79) and less likely to be guilty (3.52 vs. 5.92)

when the evidence was predominantly favorable than when it

was predominantly unfavorable, and the pattern was quite sim-

ilar for the other judgments (Wilks's A = .646, p < .001). More

relevant to our complexity hypothesis is the interaction of the

defendant's ethnicity with subjects* processing objective. This

effect was statistically significant (Wilks's A = .897, p < .05).

That is, as Table I indicates, subjects saw the Hispanic defen-

dant as more aggressive, more likely to be aggressive in the fu-

ture, more likely to be guilty, and more likely to commit crimi-

nal assault in the future than a nondescript defendant if they

received the information with a complex guilt judgment objec-

tive in mind, but this tendency was greatly diminished if they

received it with a simple trait judgment objective. No other

higher order interaction effects were significant in the MANOVA

analysis.

To clarify the nature of the results further, supplementary

analyses of each dependant variable were conducted separately.

2 In addition, we examined the nature of recall-judgment corre-
lations. Although a few interesting relations were obtained, the number
of significant correlations overall was low and the pattern was fairly un-
systematic. This is not unusual in judgment situations of this sort. For
a review of research relevant to this issue and a consideration of the
conditions in which recall-judgment correlations may be expected, see
Lichtcnstein and Srull (1985, in press).
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These univariate analyses yielded a significant interaction of de-

fendant ethnicity and processing objective on judgments of the

defendant's guilt, F{\, 88) = 4.02, p < .05, and a marginally

significant interaction of these variables on judgments of his

likelihood of committing an aggressive act in the future, F{\,

88) = 3.85, p < .06. Although corresponding analyses on per-

ceptions of the defendant's aggressiveness and the likelihood of

his commiting criminal assault in the future did not reach sig-

nificance, an additional analysis in which type of judgment was

treated as a repeated measure revealed that the interaction of

ethnicity and processing objectives was not contingent upon

type of judgment being made (p > . 10). Moreover, this repeated

measures analysis also revealed that the effects of ethnicity per

se did not interact with judgment type. This fact is important

in that it corroborates our assumption that it is the complexity

of subjects' processing objectives at the time of information ac-

quisition that is the critical determinant of the impact of stereo-

types rather than the complexity of judgments that are encoun-

tered later. Finally, as noted in Table 1, the simple effects of

defendant ethnicity were not significant for any of the four judg-

ments under trait judgment objective conditions, but were sig-

nificant (or very nearly significant) in 3 out of 4 cases under

guilt judgment objective conditions. The general consistency of

the pattern of results for all of these judgments lends a great

deal of credence to our hypothesis that the complexity of initial

processing objectives plays an important role in moderating the

influence of stereotypes on judgments of individuals.

The impact of stereotypes on judgments was also expected to

be influenced by the amount of evidence expected during the

presentation phase of the study. It was thought that subjects ex-

pecting a great deal of information might resort to heuristic,

stereotype-based judgment strategies (when possible) in the face

of information overload. In fact, no evidence of this was ob-

tained at all. The interaction of anticipated evidence load and

defendant ethnicity was not significant in the MANOVA analysis

or in separate analyses of each dependant variable (ps > .10)

for any of the judgments. Moreover, the evidence load variable

was not involved in any significant higher order interactions.

The implications of this will be elaborated in the General Dis-

cussion.

Subjects also recommended a prison term (should the defen-

dant be convicted). The pattern of results for this judgment is

clearly the same as that for the judgments reported in the table.

Specifically, prison sentences were not appreciably different for

the Hispanic versus the nondescript subject when subjects had

a trait judgment objective (5.22 vs. 5.57, respectively), but the

difference was almost twice as large when subjects had a guilt

judgment objective (4.31 vs. 3.64). The simple main effect of

ethnicity was significant in the latter case, but not in the former.

Recall data. Recall data were expected to provide evidence

regarding the specific manner in which the activation of cate-

gory-level, stereotypic conceptions affects the way other pre-

sented evidence is used by decision makers. Two possible mech-

anisms were proposed. The first involves a biased encoding of

stereotype-consistent information and predicts diminished re-

call of stereotype-inconsistent information. The second mecha-

nism involves the additional attributional processing of incon-

sistent information, which should increase subjects' recall of

this type of information.

Table 2
Mean Proportional Recall of Positive and Negative Evidence as

a Function of Defendant Ethnicity and Processing Objective

Defendant ethnicity

Hispanic Nondescript
Processing objective and

evidence recalled

Trait judgment objective
Positive
Negative

Guilt judgment objective
Positive
Negative

M

.61
.65

.64

.73

N

23
23

26
26

M

.57

.65

.71

.59

N

30
30

24
24

Three types of information were presented to subjects: (a)

background information having no direct bearing on the judg-

ments subjects expected to make (e.g., the defendant's age and

marital status), (b) crime-descriptive information presenting the

objective facts available about the assault, and (c) evidential in-

formation having either favorable or unfavorable implications

for the defendant's aggressiveness and guilt. The proportion of

each type of information recalled was calculated separately; and

in the case of evidential information, separate indexes were

computed for recall of favorable and unfavorable items. Virtu-

ally no intrusion errors were observed in recall of any of these

types of information.

The overall mean proportions of background information,

crime-descriptive information, and evidential information re-

called were .48, .38, and .64, respectively. Although the His-

panic defendant's name was mentioned in the recall protocols

significantly more often than the nondescript defendant's name

(.49 vs. .26), F(l, 87) = 6.02, p < .05, no other effects of the

experimental variables were reliable in analyses of recall of ei-

ther background or crime-descriptive information. Recall of the

evidential information is more relevant to an understanding of

the information-processing dynamics involved in the judg-

ment-making process. Data reported in Table 2 show the mean

proportion of positive evidence recalled and the mean propor-

tion of negative evidence recalled as a function of the defen-

dant's ethnicity and the subjects' processing objective. These

data support the biased encoding hypothesis. Specifically, sub-

jects who expected to make a guilt judgment recalled a greater

proportion of negative (stereotype-consistent) evidence than

positive evidence when considering a case involving an His-

panic defendant. Moreover, the identical evidence was less well

recalled when it was attributed to a nondescript defendant (and

thus it was not related to any ethnically based expectations).

Correspondingly, subjects with a guilt objective showed dimin-

ished recall of positive evidence when the defendant was His-

panic (and it was therefore inconsistent with expectations) than

when the defendant was nondescript. In contrast, subjects who

expected to make a trait judgment recalled about the same pro-

portion of positive and negative evidence regardless of the de-

fendant's ethnicity. In an analysis of variance treating type of

evidence being recalled (positive or negative) as a repeated mea-

sure, the interaction of defendant ethnicity, processing objec-

tives, and type of evidence recalled was statistically reliable, F( 1,
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Table3
Mean Proportion of Positive and Negative Evidence Recalled

as a Function of Expected Amount of Evidence

and its Favorableness

Preponderance of evidence

Expected amount of
evidence and

evidence recalled

Small
Positive evidence
Negative evidence

Large
Positive evidence
Negative evidence

Favorable

M

.61

.71

.65

.72

N

26
26

26
26

Unfavorable

M

.70

.69

.55

.49

N

27
27

24
24

87) = 5.06, p < .05. Thus, these data support the view that ste-

reotype-based biases arise from greater attention to and organi-

zation of stereotype-confirming evidence.

One other effect of experimental variables on subjects' recall

of evidence deserves brief mention. This effect involves an inter-

action of the type of evidence presented (predominantly posi-

tive vs. predominantly negative) and the expected amount of

evidence to be presented, fl( 1, 87) = 8.33, p < .01. Specifically,

when the evidence was predominantly favorable, subjects re-

called it equally well regardless of whether they expected a large

amount (M - .68) or a small amount (M = .66). When the

evidence presented was predominantly unfavorable, however,

subjects recalled much less evidence when they expected to re-

ceive a large amount (M = .52) than when they expected to

receive only a small amount (M = .70). As is shown in Table 3,

these differences were virtually identical regardless of whether

the items being recalled were favorable or unfavorable ones.

Discussion

This experiment provides substantial support for the hypoth-

esis that the complexity of the judgment situation plays an im-

portant role in whether or not social stereotypes will influence

judgments of individuals. The picture emerging from both judg-

ment and recall data suggests that when confronted with a com-

plex task, subjects with an ethnic stereotype available use it as

the central organizing principle in their mental representation

of the presented material. Material that is consistent with the

stereotype is likely to be encoded and organized into this repre-

sentation, whereas information that contradicts stereotypic

preconceptions is overlooked or poorly integrated into the rep-

resentation.

Before discussing the implications of these results further, it

is desirable first to consider some additional evidence bearing

upon assumptions made in the foregoing experiment. These as-

sumptions concern the nature of the complexity embodied in

the judgment tasks we used, and they were empirically tested in

a second experiment.

Experiment 2

We have argued that the observed differences between judg-

ments made by subjects having a guilt judgment objective and

those with a trait judgment objective are due to differences in

the complexity of these judgment tasks. This assumption was

based primarily on an intuitive analysis of the processes in-

volved in each type of judgment. If complexity per se were the

crucial variable, however, it is surprising that the anticipated

processing-load manipulation (another type of complexity)

failed to affect the pattern of judgments made by subjects. Ex-

periment 2 was conducted with the joint goals of (a) validating

our assumptions about the perceived complexity of the experi-

mental tasks and (b) accounting for the lack of influence of the

processing load manipulation of complexity.

Method

Participants and procedure. A total of 40 introductory psychology
students {who had not participated in the previous study) sers-ed as sub-

jects in fulfillment of a course requirement. Participants were randomly

assigned to one of four groups, which replicated the instructional condi-
tions of Experiment 1. This partitioning involved a 2 X 2 factorial de-
sign. Half of the subjects were given a trait judgment objective, and half

were given a guilt judgment objective. Crossed orthogonally with this,
half of the subjects expected a relatively small amount of evidence and
half expected a larger amount. The wording of the instructions was iden-

tical to that of the previous experiment, and subjects anticipated com-
pleting the same tasks as the original subjects. However, before they
received their information booklets, subjects were told that the experi-
menter needed some preliminary feedback about their perceptions of

the task. Then, they were given a questionnaire which requested, among
other filler items, the main judgment of how difficult they felt the judg-
ment task they had been given would be. Responses were made on an 1 1 -

point scale ranging from 0 (not at all difficult) to 1 0 (extremely difficult).
After they had completed this judgment and some other filler items,

subjects were asked to make a series of ratings concerning the complex-

ity of several types of judgments, including judgments of aggressiveness,
of guilt, of emotional state, causal attributions, and behavioral predic-
tion. The order of these judgments was counterbalanced within condi-

tions such that half of the subjects answered the aggressiveness judgment
before the guilt judgment, and half did the reverse. These latter judg-

ments were included because of concerns that the more direct rating of
complexity described in the previous paragraph might be affected by
anchoring effects (see Schwarz & Wyer, 1985). Of central interest, of

course, were differences between aggressiveness and guilt judgment
tasks.

After completing this feedback questionnaire, subjects were told that
time constraints precluded completion of the task, and they were

thanked and dismissed.

Results

The results were quite straightforward. As we had assumed,

the two types of processing objectives were in fact perceived as

involving different degrees of difficulty. Specifically, subjects

rated the anticipated experimental task as more difficult when

they were expecting to make a guilt judgment (M = 6.30) than

when they were expecting to make an aggressiveness judgment

(M = 4.55), f{ 1 , 36) = 8. 1 9, p < .0 1 . However, the anticipated

processing-load manipulation did not significantly affect per-

ceptions of task difficulty (M = 5.00 for small expected load,

M = 5.85 for large expected load), F(\, 36) = 1.93,/» .15. The

interaction between expected processing load and processing

objective also failed to reach significance (p > . 1 5). In addition,

the complexity ratings of the different types of judgment tasks
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(subsequently made by all subjects) also revealed a clear expec-
tation for guilt judgments in general to be more complex (M =
8.15) than aggressiveness judgments (M = 5.48), 439) = 8.23,
p<.001.

General Discussion

The results of these experiments address two fundamental
issues of ongoing concern in the study of stereotyping. The first
deals with circumscribing the conditions in which social stereo-
types may be expected to influence judgments of individuals
who are identified as members of a stereotyped group. The sec-
ond issue concerns the information-processing dynamics in-
volved when stereotypes are in fact used in judging individuals.

Effects of Complexity on the Use of Stereotypes

On the basis of ideas presented by Bodenhausen and Wyer
(1985), we expected the complexity of a judgment task to play
a major role in determining whether judgments of individuals
will be affected by social stereotypes. Experiment 2 clearly dem-
onstrated that subjects perceived trait judgment tasks and guilt
judgment tasks as involving differing degrees of complexity, and
Experiment 1 revealed that this difference had a clear impact,
just as anticipated. Subjects with the relatively simple goal of
judging the defendant's aggressiveness exhibited no appreciable
bias attributable to the defendant's ethnicity in their judgments
of his aggressiveness, his guilt, or predictions of his future be-
havior. However, subjects with the relatively complex goal of
judging the defendant's guilt consistently showed biases in these
judgments. This supports our argument (based on similar
claims made by Abelson, 1976 and Wyer & Carlston, 1979) that
subjects who have a complex processing objective will be more
likely to adopt a heuristic strategy to accomplish their goal. In
addition, these findings clearly argue against the "base-rate fal-
lacy" approach of Locksley et al. (1980; 1982) inasmuch as ste-
reotypes did affect judgments under some conditions. We must
argue, therefore, that social stereotypes are not always as innoc-
uous in the presence of individuating information as the re-
search of Locksley et al. implies. Stereotypes in fact may exert
considerable influence if the task is not relatively simple and
straightforward.

The data from Experiments 1 and 2 further reveal that per-
ceived complexity of judgment tasks was not appreciably
affected by the sheer amount of information subjects antici-
pated receiving. Rather, qualitative differences between tasks
were crucial in determining whether stereotypes enter into the
judgment process. Specifically, the fact that a guilt judgment
requires causal reasoning involving several descriptive consid-
erations (e.g., motive, opportunity, alibis, etc.) in addition to a
general evaluation of the defendant seems to make it much
more subjectively complex than an aggressiveness judgment
that involves a single descriptive consideration only. Of course,
a guilt judgment could potentially be a very easy matter to de-
cide (for instance, if the accused is caught in flagrante delicto),
and one would not expect stereotypes to exert much influence
under such circumstances. A psychologically more interesting
case is one (like the one we investigated) in which the defen-
dant's guilt is not a foregone conclusion.

Although Experiment 2 demonstrated that guilt and aggres-
siveness judgments do differ in their subjective complexity, it
is reasonable to consider the possibility that other differences
between the two judgment conditions may be contributing to
the pattern of results obtained in Experiment 1. Specifically, it
might be argued that the content of stereotypes about Hispanics
is more relevant to a guilt (criminality) judgment than to an
aggressiveness judgment. This argument is rendered implausi-
ble by two considerations. First, if this really were the case, one
would expect to find differences in judgments of Hispanic ver-
sus nondescript defendants whenever guilt judgments are re-
ported. In fact, such differences did not emerge when the guilt
judgment was unanticipated. Second, Marin (1984) has col-
lected extensive evidence regarding the content of stereotypes
held by American college students about Chicanos, and aggres-
siveness emerged as the most consistently mentioned character-
istic in a free-generation task. In fact, it was mentioned by 64%
of the respondents, a very large percentage for open-ended tasks
of this sort. Because there is little reason to believe that the stu-
dents in Marin's study hold different stereotypes than those in
our study, it seems clear that the content of stereotypes about
Hispanics is highly relevant to aggressiveness judgments as well
as to guilt judgments. Nevertheless, such stereotypes appeared
to be used only in complex anticipated judgment conditions.

Regarding the anticipated processing-load manipulation, we
cannot be sure that if subjects actually had received a very ex-
tensive amount of evidence that they would not resort to stereo-
typic notions as bases for their judgments, but the expectancy
fora large amount of evidence clearly did not evoke this strategy
in and of itself. However, the anticipated processing load did
affect recall, as is shown in Table 3. The major pattern in the
data was that subjects recalled less evidence (both positive and
negative) when they had expected a large amount of evidence
and the information they actually received was largely unfavor-
able. Given that people generally regard unfavorable informa-
tion as more informative (Kanouse & Hanson, 1972), subjects
who expect a large amount of evidence and find a relatively high
proportion of unfavorable evidence at the outset may shut down
the deliberation process early and merely skim over the later
information, having received enough negative evidence to jus-
tify a negative evaluation of the defendant. Subjects who do not
expect a large amount of evidence or who receive mostly posi-
tive evidence may be more likely to sift through all of it. What-
ever the case may be, this finding was only of secondary interest.

The Nature of Stereotype-Driven Processing

The patterns of results from both judgment and recall data,
when viewed together, favor the assumption that when subjects
had a complex information-processing objective and a stereo-
type was available and relevant, they used this stereotype as a
way of organizing presented information into a mental repre-
sentation of the defendant and his behavior. Evidence that sup-
ported stereotypic preconceptions was more likely to be en-
coded and integrated into this representation than evidence
contradicting the stereotype, and, hence, it was better recalled.
Evidence was recalled better when it was consistent with a ste-
reotype of the defendant (and less well when it was inconsistent
with such a stereotype) than when identical material was pre-
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sented, but there was no stereotype available for use as an organ-

izing principle. This pattern of results is quite consistent with

the findings of Parley and Gross (1983), who argue that stereo-

typic expectancies result in a confirmatory hypothesis-testing

strategy in social perception and judgment (see also Massad,

Hubbard, & Newtson, 1979; Snyder, 1981; Snyder & Swann,

1978; Zadny & Gerard, 1974). Because the theme of this stereo-

type-biased mental representation is likely to be used as a basis

for all subsequent judgments (Wyer, Srull, & Gordon, 1984), its

influence may be evident regardless of whether the judgment

actually made was initially expected or not However, when the

initial processing objective was simple, reliance upon category-

level, stereotypic information was unnecessary. Therefore, the

mental representation formed of presented evidence, and judg-

ments based on it, were data driven and were similar regardless

of the defendants ethnicity. We emphasize that our results

clearly localized the impact of complexity on the use of stereo-

types at a relatively early stage in processing. The complexity of

initial processing objectives at the time of information acquisi-

tion was clearly much more influential than the complexity of

judgment tasks that subjects later encountered, after they had

formed a mental representation of the evidence. We found no

evidence that the complexity of these subsequently encountered

judgment tasks had any impact over and above the influence of

initial judgmental goals.

There is little reason to believe, on the basis of the present

evidence, that subjects in our study were engaging in elaborate

attributional processing of inconsistent evidence in an effort to

render it compatible with expectations. If they did so, it would

seem (at least superficially) to violate the assumption that ste-

reotypes are evoked as a simplification device. A strategy in-

volving additional cognitive work does not seem like an effec-

tive heuristic strategy. In contrast, relying on stereotypes as a

way of "prescreening" evidence and determining how much

processing resources it deserves can reasonably be viewed as a

cognitive shortcut. Nevertheless, we certainly do not want to

argue that attributional processing of inconsistent evidence

never occurs. It could well have occurred to a limited extent in

our experiment, but if so, it was not sufficient to produce a re-

call advantage for the inconsistent information.

The results of these experiments point to several important

conclusions. First, it is clearly premature to claim that social

stereotypes become impotent in the presence of individuating

information. Rather, it appears that the nature of the judgment

task must be considered in understanding the impact that ste-

reotypes will exert. Although the trait and guilt judgment tasks

investigated in the present study undoubtedly differ in a num-

ber of respects, one clear and important difference between

them, as Experiment 2 verified, is the anticipated difficulty of

these tasks. Consequently, the data we have reported shows con-

sistent support for the predictions of Bodenhausen and Wyer

(1985) regarding the role of judgmental complexity in the medi-

ation of stereotype effects. Second, we obtained data from sev-

eral judgments and from recall performance that converge on a

single theoretical interpretation, namely that stereotypes can

bias the mental representation that is constructed by subjects,

thereby biasing subsequent judgments and recall performance.

One might argue that our recall data reflect differences in re-

trieval strategies rather than selective encoding and organiza-

tion of stereotype-consistent evidence at the time of acquisition.

Specifically, negative ethnic stereotypes may serve as retrieval

cues at the time of recall, which may lead subjects to remember

more of the negative evidence. It may in principle be impossible

to distinguish these possibilities. As Bodenhausen and Wyer (in

press) noted, however, there is a great deal of research docu-

menting the importance of encoding operations and organiza-

tional processes, but there is a relative dearth of evidence pro-

vided by social cognition research documenting retrieval

effects. The argument that stereotypes bias the content of the

mental representation of the evidence can successfully account

for both judgment and recall data in our study in manner much

more compelling than any well-articulated alternative.

Future research should be directed toward a more precise cir-

cumscription of the attributes of judgment tasks that do and do

not evoke a tendency on the part of the decision maker to rely

on stereotypic notions. This research should involve both a

closer examination of the role of judgmental complexity and

consideration of other important differences between various

tasks. In this regard, careful attention should be paid to the fac-

tors proposed by Fiske and Pavelchak (1986) as potential medi-

ators of the use of category-based versus piecemeal-based pro-

cessing. Complexity is just one factor they propose, and others

may be important as well.
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